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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The first comprehensive account of the epoch-making Six-Day War, from the author of
Ally—now featuring a fiftieth-anniversary retrospective Though it lasted for only six tense days in June, the 1967 Arab-Israeli war
never really ended. Every crisis that has ripped through this region in the ensuing decades, from the Yom Kippur War of 1973 to
the ongoing intifada, is a direct consequence of those six days of fighting. Writing with a novelist’s command of narrative and a
historian’s grasp of fact and motive, Michael B. Oren reconstructs both the lightning-fast action on the battlefields and the political
shocks that electrified the world. Extraordinary personalities—Moshe Dayan and Gamal Abdul Nasser, Lyndon Johnson and Alexei
Kosygin—rose and toppled from power as a result of this war; borders were redrawn; daring strategies brilliantly succeeded or
disastrously failed in a matter of hours. And the balance of power changed—in the Middle East and in the world. A towering work of
history and an enthralling human narrative, Six Days of War is the most important book on the Middle East conflict to appear in a
generation. Praise for Six Days of War “Powerful . . . A highly readable, even gripping account of the 1967 conflict . . . [Oren] has
woven a seamless narrative out of a staggering variety of diplomatic and military strands.”—The New York Times “With a
remarkably assured style, Oren elucidates nearly every aspect of the conflict. . . . Oren’s [book] will remain the authoritative
chronicle of the war. His achievement as a writer and a historian is awesome.”—The Atlantic Monthly “This is not only the best
book so far written on the six-day war, it is likely to remain the best.”—The Washington Post Book World “Phenomenal . . .
breathtaking history . . . a profoundly talented writer. . . . This book is not only one of the best books on this critical episode in
Middle East history; it’s one of the best-written books I’ve read this year, in any genre.”—The Jerusalem Post “[In] Michael Oren’s
richly detailed and lucid account, the familiar story is thrilling once again. . . . What makes this book important is the breadth and
depth of the research.”—The New York Times Book Review “A first-rate new account of the conflict.”—The Washington Post “The
definitive history of the Six-Day War . . . [Oren’s] narrative is precise but written with great literary flair. In no one else’s study is
there more understanding or more surprise.”—Martin Peretz, Publisher, The New Republic “Compelling, perhaps even vital,
reading.”—San Jose Mercury News
“Atkinson and Jewell invite each of us to reimagine one’s connection to the land while cultivating nature close to home. A mustread for anyone searching for inspired solutions for designing or refining a garden.” —Emily Murphy, founder of Pass the Pistil
From windswept deserts to misty seaside hills and verdant valleys, the natural landscapes of the American West offer an
astounding variety of climates for gardens. Under Western Skies reveals thirty-six of the most innovative designs—all embracing
and celebrating the very soul of the land on which they grow. For the gardeners featured here, nature is the ultimate inspiration
rather than something to be dominated, and Under Western Skies shows the strong connection each garden has with its place.
Packed with Atkinson’s stunning photographs and illuminated by Jewell’s deep interest in the relationships between people and
the spaces they inhabit, Under Western Skies offers page after page of encouraging ingenuity and inventive design for passionate
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gardeners who call the West home.
One of the Best Books of the Year as chosen by The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Economist, Time, USA TODAY,
Christian Science Monitor, and more. “A tale so gripping that one questions the need for fiction when real life is so plump with
drama and intrigue” (Associated Press). Doris Kearns Goodwin’s The Bully Pulpit is a dynamic history of the first decade of the
Progressive era, that tumultuous time when the nation was coming unseamed and reform was in the air. The story is told through
the intense friendship of Theodore Roosevelt and William Howard Taft—a close relationship that strengthens both men before it
ruptures in 1912, when they engage in a brutal fight for the presidential nomination that divides their wives, their children, and their
closest friends, while crippling the progressive wing of the Republican Party, causing Democrat Woodrow Wilson to be elected,
and changing the country’s history. The Bully Pulpit is also the story of the muckraking press, which arouses the spirit of reform
that helps Roosevelt push the government to shed its laissez-faire attitude toward robber barons, corrupt politicians, and corporate
exploiters of our natural resources. The muckrakers are portrayed through the greatest group of journalists ever assembled at one
magazine—Ida Tarbell, Ray Stannard Baker, Lincoln Steffens, and William Allen White—teamed under the mercurial genius of
publisher S.S. McClure. Goodwin’s narrative is founded upon a wealth of primary materials. The correspondence of more than
four hundred letters between Roosevelt and Taft begins in their early thirties and ends only months before Roosevelt’s death.
Edith Roosevelt and Nellie Taft kept diaries. The muckrakers wrote hundreds of letters to one another, kept journals, and wrote
their memoirs. The letters of Captain Archie Butt, who served as a personal aide to both Roosevelt and Taft, provide an intimate
view of both men. The Bully Pulpit, like Goodwin’s brilliant chronicles of the Civil War and World War II, exquisitely demonstrates
her distinctive ability to combine scholarly rigor with accessibility. It is a major work of history—an examination of leadership in a
rare moment of activism and reform that brought the country closer to its founding ideals.
Doris Kearns Goodwin's magnum opus tackles the big leadership questions- are leaders born or made? Do the times make the
leader or does the leader make the times? In LeadershipGoodwin draws upon four of the presidents she has studied - Abraham
Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt and Lyndon B. Johnson - to show how they first recognized leadership
qualities within themselves, and were recognized as leaders by others. By looking back to their first entry into public life, when their
paths were filled with confusion, hope, and fear, we can share their struggles and follow their development into leaders. This
seminal work provides a roadmap for aspiring and established leaders. In today's polarized world, these stories of authentic
leadership in time of surpassing fracture and fear take on a singular urgency.
Instant #1 New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller From the Washington Post journalists Yasmeen Abutaleb and
Damian Paletta—the definitive account of the Trump administration’s tragic mismanagement of the COVID-19 pandemic, and the
chaos, incompetence, and craven politicization that has led to more than a half million American deaths and counting. Since the
day Donald Trump was elected, his critics warned that an unexpected crisis would test the former reality-television host—and they
predicted that the president would prove unable to meet the moment. In 2020, that crisis came to pass, with the outcomes more
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devastating and consequential than anyone dared to imagine. Nightmare Scenario is the complete story of Donald Trump’s
handling—and mishandling—of the COVID-19 catastrophe, during the period of January 2020 up to Election Day that year.
Yasmeen Abutaleb and Damian Paletta take us deep inside the White House, from the Situation Room to the Oval Office, to show
how the members of the administration launched an all-out war against the health agencies, doctors, and scientific communities,
all in their futile attempts to wish away the worst global pandemic in a century. From the initial discovery of this new coronavirus,
President Trump refused to take responsibility, disputed the recommendations of his own pandemic task force, claimed the virus
would “just disappear,” mocked advocates for safe-health practices, and encouraged his base and the entire GOP to ignore or
rescind public health safety measures. Abutaleb and Paletta reveal the numerous times officials tried to dissuade Trump from
following his worst impulses as he defied recommendations from the experts and even members of his own administration. And
they show how the petty backstabbing and rivalries among cabinet members, staff, and aides created a toxic environment of
blame, sycophancy, and political pressure that did profound damage to the public health institutions that Americans needed the
most during this time. Even after an outbreak in the fall that swept through the White House and infected Trump himself, he
remained defiant in his approach to the virus, very likely costing him his own reelection. Based on exhaustive reporting and
hundreds of hours of interviews from inside the disaster zone at all levels of authority, Nightmare Scenario is a riveting account of
how the United States government failed its people as never before, a tragedy whose devastating aftershocks will linger and be
felt by generations to come.
An analysis of the bitter 2016 presidential election, told from the viewpoints of Hilary Clinton campaign insiders, reconstructs key
decisions and missed opportunities cited as the cause of the election upset.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know God, or do you just know about God? In
How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from
Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
When historian Goodwin was six years old, her father taught her how to keep score for ‘their’ team, the Brooklyn Dodgers, which
forged a lifelong bond between father and daughter. Set in the suburbs of New York in the 1950s, Wait Till Next Year is a comingof-age memoir in the era of Jackie Robinson, Pee Wee Reese and Duke Snider, when baseball truly was a national pastime that
brought whole communities together. With her radio by her side and scorecard to hand, she recreates the postwar era, when the
corner store was a place to share stories and neighborhoods were equally divided between Dodger, Giant, and Yankee fans.
Weaved between the games and the seasons, Goodwin tells the story of a changing America – from the lunacy of the Cold War
alarm drills to McCarthy and the Rosenburg trials – as well as her own loss of innocence encapsulated by her mother’s death, her
father’s lapse into despair and the Dodger’s departure from Brooklyn in 1957 following the destruction of the iconic Ebbets Field
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stadium. Poignant, unsentimental and deeply eloquent, Wait Till Next Year is a profound memoir about childhood and loss,
baseball, and the power of sport to bind families and heal loss and reveal as metaphor the evolving heart of a nation.

The inspiring, influential senator and bestselling author mixes vivid personal stories with a passionate plea for political
transformation. Elizabeth Warren is a beacon for everyone who believes that real change can improve the lives of all
Americans. Committed, fearless, and famously persistent, she brings her best game to every battle she wages. In
Persist, Warren writes about six perspectives that have influenced her life and advocacy. She’s a mother who learned
from wrenching personal experience why child care is so essential. She’s a teacher who has known since grade school
the value of a good and affordable education. She’s a planner who understands that every complex problem requires a
comprehensive response. She’s a fighter who discovered the hard way that nobody gives up power willingly. She’s a
learner who thinks, listens, and works to fight racism in America. And she’s a woman who has proven over and over that
women are just as capable as men. Candid and compelling, Persist is both a deeply personal book and a powerful call to
action. Elizabeth Warren—one of our nation’s most visionary leaders—will inspire everyone to believe that if we’re willing
to fight for it, profound change is well within our reach.
The New York Times bestselling book about the early development, growth, and exercise of leadership from Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Doris Kearns Goodwin “should help us raise our expectations of our national leaders, our country,
and ourselves” (The Washington Post). “After five decades of magisterial output, Doris Kearns Goodwin leads the
league of presidential historians” (USA TODAY). In her “inspiring” (The Christian Science Monitor) Leadership, Doris
Kearns Goodwin draws upon the four presidents she has studied most closely—Abraham Lincoln, Theodore Roosevelt,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Lyndon B. Johnson (in civil rights)—to show how they recognized leadership qualities within
themselves and were recognized as leaders by others. By looking back to their first entries into public life, we encounter
them at a time when their paths were filled with confusion, fear, and hope. Leadership tells the story of how they all
collided with dramatic reversals that disrupted their lives and threatened to shatter forever their ambitions. Nonetheless,
they all emerged fitted to confront the contours and dilemmas of their times. At their best, all four were guided by a sense
of moral purpose. At moments of great challenge, they were able to summon their talents to enlarge the opportunities
and lives of others. Does the leader make the times or do the times make the leader? “If ever our nation needed a short
course on presidential leadership, it is now” (The Seattle Times). This seminal work provides an accessible and essential
road map for aspiring and established leaders in every field. In today’s polarized world, these stories of authentic
leadership in times of apprehension and fracture take on a singular urgency. “Goodwin’s volume deserves much
praise—it is insightful, readable, compelling: Her book arrives just in time” (The Boston Globe).
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BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR: The New York Times • The Washington Post • Fortune • Bloomberg From two of
America's most revered political journalists comes the definitive biography of legendary White House chief of staff and
secretary of state James A. Baker III: the man who ran Washington when Washington ran the world. For a quartercentury, from the end of Watergate to the aftermath of the Cold War, no Republican won the presidency without his help
or ran the White House without his advice. James Addison Baker III was the indispensable man for four presidents
because he understood better than anyone how to make Washington work at a time when America was shaping events
around the world. The Man Who Ran Washington is a page-turning portrait of a power broker who influenced America's
destiny for generations. A scion of Texas aristocracy who became George H. W. Bush's best friend on the tennis courts
of the Houston Country Club, Baker had never even worked in Washington until a devastating family tragedy struck when
he was thirty-nine. Within a few years, he was leading Gerald Ford's campaign and would go on to manage a total of five
presidential races and win a sixth for George W. Bush in a Florida recount. He ran Ronald Reagan's White House and
became the most consequential secretary of state since Henry Kissinger. He negotiated with Democrats at home and
Soviets abroad, rewrote the tax code, assembled the coalition that won the Gulf War, brokered the reunification of
Germany and helped bring a decades-long nuclear superpower standoff to an end. Ruthlessly partisan during campaign
season, Baker governed as the avatar of pragmatism over purity and deal-making over division, a lost art in today's
fractured nation. His story is a case study in the acquisition, exercise, and preservation of power in late twentieth-century
America and the story of Washington and the world in the modern era--how it once worked and how it has transformed
into an era of gridlock and polarization. This masterly biography by two brilliant observers of the American political scene
is destined to become a classic.
Expert Help for the Special Challenges of Managing Other Leaders Whether you were born a leader or have had
leadership thrust upon you, you’re in for a whole new set of challenges when managing other leaders. Think of the
qualities that have brought you to a leadership role: your vision, confidence, and charisma, or perhaps your experience,
unique skills, expertise, or network of powerful allies. Now remind yourself that other leaders share some or all of these
qualities with you. The leaders you are called upon to lead may be other executives, highly educated experts, investors,
board members, government officials, doctors, lawyers, or other professionals. The potential contributions of these elites
to any organization are vital, but the likelihood of friction is also high if you don’t manage relationships carefully. In any
case, they are people with significant resources -- and strong opinions. How do you leverage the assets of the talented
and powerful while making sure that egos remain unbruised? Leading Leaders breaks the challenge down into the Seven
Daily Tasks of Leadership, and shows you how to carry out each task when you have to manage other leaders. The
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seven tasks and the special challenges they entail in leading leaders are: 1. Direction How do you negotiate a vision for
the organization that other leaders will buy into? 2. Integration How do you make stars a team? 3. Mediation How do you
resolve conflicts over turf and power among other leaders so the organization can move forward? 4. Education How do
you educate people who think they are already educated? 5. Motivation How do you move other leaders who already
seem “to have everything” to do the right thing for the organization? 6. Representation How do you lead your
organization’s outside constituents while still leading leaders inside? 7. Trust Creation How do you gain and keep other
leaders’ trust, the vital capital that your own leadership depends on? Drawing on the author’s own leadership
experience as well as his research in the corporate, political, academic, and professional worlds, Leading Leaders
answers these questions with a clear set of effective rules for all managers to follow in successfully leading other leaders.
An analysis of Abraham Lincoln's political talents identifies the character strengths and abilities that enabled his
successful election, in an account that also describes how he used the same abilities to rally former opponents in winning
the Civil War.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The intimate true story of three of the greatest American generals of World War II, and how
their intense blend of comradery and competition spurred Allied forces to victory. “One of the great stories of the
American military.”—Thomas E. Ricks, Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Generals Dwight Eisenhower, George Patton
and Omar Bradley shared bonds going back decades. All three were West Pointers who pursued their army careers with
a remarkable zeal, even as their paths diverged. Bradley was a standout infantry instructor, while Eisenhower displayed
an unusual ability for organization and diplomacy. Patton, who had chased Pancho Villa in Mexico and led troops in the
First World War, seemed destined for high command and outranked his two friends for years. But with the arrival of
World War II, it was Eisenhower who attained the role of Supreme Commander, with Patton and Bradley as his
subordinates. Jonathan W. Jordan’s New York Times bestselling Brothers Rivals Victors explores this friendship that
waxed and waned over three decades and two world wars, a union complicated by rank, ambition, jealousy, backbiting
and the enormous stresses of command. In a story that unfolds across the deserts of North Africa to the beaches of
Sicily, from D-Day to the Battle of the Bulge and beyond, readers are offered revealing new portraits of these iconic
generals.
The definitive work on Stalin's purges, the author's The Great Terror was universally acclaimed when it first appeared in
1968. It was "hailed as the only scrupulous, nonpartisan, and adequate book on the subject". And in recent years it has
received equally high praise in the Soviet Union, where it is now considered the authority on the period, and has been
serialized in Neva, one of their leading periodicals. Of course, when the author wrote the original volume two decades
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ago, he relied heavily on unofficial sources. Now, with the advent of glasnost, an avalanche of new material is available,
and he has mined this enormous cache to write a substantially new edition of his classic work. It is remarkable how many
of the most disturbing conclusions have born up under the light of fresh evidence. But the author has added enormously
to the detail, including hitherto secret information on the three great "Moscow Trials," on the fate of the executed
generals, on the methods of obtaining confessions, on the purge of writers and other members of the intelligentsia, on life
in the labor camps, and many other key matters. Both a leading Sovietologist and a highly respected poet, the author
blends research with prose, providing not only an authoritative account of Stalin's purges, but also a compelling chronicle
of one of this century's most tragic events. A timely revision of a book long out of print, this is the updated version of the
author's original work.
One of "our most insightful social observers"* cracks the great political mystery of our time: how conservatism, once a
marker of class privilege, became the creed of millions of ordinary Americans With his acclaimed wit and acuity, Thomas
Frank turns his eye on what he calls the "thirty-year backlash"—the populist revolt against a supposedly liberal
establishment. The high point of that backlash is the Republican Party's success in building the most unnatural of
alliances: between blue-collar Midwesterners and Wall Street business interests, workers and bosses, populists and rightwingers. In asking "what 's the matter with Kansas?"—how a place famous for its radicalism became one of the most
conservative states in the union—Frank, a native Kansan and onetime Republican, seeks to answer some broader
American riddles: Why do so many of us vote against our economic interests? Where's the outrage at corporate
manipulators? And whatever happened to middle-American progressivism? The questions are urgent as well as
provocative. Frank answers them by examining pop conservatism—the bestsellers, the radio talk shows, the vicious
political combat—and showing how our long culture wars have left us with an electorate far more concerned with their
leaders' "values" and down-home qualities than with their stands on hard questions of policy. A brilliant analysis—and
funny to boot—What's the Matter with Kansas? presents a critical assessment of who we are, while telling a remarkable
story of how a group of frat boys, lawyers, and CEOs came to convince a nation that they spoke on behalf of the People.
*Los Angeles Times
Chronicles the revolution of ideas that preceded--and led to--the start of the Civil War, looking at a diverse cast of characters and the actions
of citizens throughout the country in their efforts to move beyond compromise and end slavery. Reprint.
The 1850s saw in America the breakdown of the Jacksonian party system in the North and the emergence of a new sectional party--the
Republicans--that succeeded the Whigs in the nation's two-party system. This monumental work uses demographic, voting, and other
statistical analysis as well as the more traditional methods and sources of political history to trace the realignment of American politics in the
1850s and the birth of the Republican party. Gienapp powerfully demonstrates that the organization of the Republican party was a difficult,
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complex, and lengthy process and explains why, even after an inauspicious beginning, it ultimately became a potent political force. The study
also reveals the crucial role of ethnocultural factors in the collapse of the second party system and thoroughly analyzes the struggle between
nativism and antislavery for political dominance in the North. The volume concludes with the decisive triumph of the Republican party over the
rival American party in the 1856 presidential election. Far-reaching in scope yet detailed in analysis, this is the definitive work on the
formation of the Republican party in antebellum America.
“If you read one book about Lincoln, make it A. Lincoln.”—USA Today NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The
Washington Post • The Philadelphia Inquirer • The Christian Science Monitor • St. Louis Post-Dispatch. NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
WINNER OF THE CHRISTOPHER AWARD Everyone wants to define the man who signed his name “A. Lincoln.” In his lifetime and ever
since, friend and foe have taken it upon themselves to characterize Lincoln according to their own label or libel. In this magnificent book,
Ronald C. White, Jr., offers a fresh and compelling definition of Lincoln as a man of integrity–what today’s commentators would call
“authenticity”–whose moral compass holds the key to understanding his life. Through meticulous research of the newly completed Lincoln
Legal Papers, as well as of recently discovered letters and photographs, White provides a portrait of Lincoln’s personal, political, and moral
evolution. White shows us Lincoln as a man who would leave a trail of thoughts in his wake, jotting ideas on scraps of paper and filing them in
his top hat or the bottom drawer of his desk; a country lawyer who asked questions in order to figure out his own thinking on an issue, as
much as to argue the case; a hands-on commander in chief who, as soldiers and sailors watched in amazement, commandeered a boat and
ordered an attack on Confederate shore batteries at the tip of the Virginia peninsula; a man who struggled with the immorality of slavery and
as president acted publicly and privately to outlaw it forever; and finally, a president involved in a religious odyssey who wrote, for his own
eyes only, a profound meditation on “the will of God” in the Civil War that would become the basis of his finest address. Most enlightening,
the Abraham Lincoln who comes into focus in this stellar narrative is a person of intellectual curiosity, comfortable with ambiguity, unafraid to
“think anew and act anew.” A transcendent, sweeping, passionately written biography that greatly expands our knowledge and
understanding of its subject, A. Lincoln will engage a whole new generation of Americans. It is poised to shed a profound light on our greatest
president just as America commemorates the bicentennial of his birth.
Our political system in America is broken, right? Wrong. The truth is, the American political system is working exactly how it is designed to
work, and it isn't designed or optimized today to work for us—for ordinary citizens. Most people believe that our political system is a public
institution with high-minded principles and impartial rules derived from the Constitution. In reality, it has become a private industry dominated
by a textbook duopoly—the Democrats and the Republicans—and plagued and perverted by unhealthy competition between the players.
Tragically, it has therefore become incapable of delivering solutions to America's key economic and social challenges. In fact, there's virtually
no connection between our political leaders solving problems and getting reelected. In The Politics Industry, business leader and pathbreaking political innovator Katherine Gehl and world-renowned business strategist Michael Porter take a radical new approach. They
ingeniously apply the tools of business analysis—and Porter's distinctive Five Forces framework—to show how the political system functions
just as every other competitive industry does, and how the duopoly has led to the devastating outcomes we see today. Using this competition
lens, Gehl and Porter identify the most powerful lever for change—a strategy comprised of a clear set of choices in two key areas: how our
elections work and how we make our laws. Their bracing assessment and practical recommendations cut through the endless debate about
various proposed fixes, such as term limits and campaign finance reform. The result: true political innovation. The Politics Industry is an
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original and completely nonpartisan guide that will open your eyes to the true dynamics and profound challenges of the American political
system and provide real solutions for reshaping the system for the benefit of all. THE INSTITUTE FOR POLITICAL INNOVATION The
authors will donate all royalties from the sale of this book to the Institute for Political Innovation.
A leading Supreme Court expert recounts the personal and philosophical rivalries that forged our nation's highest court and continue to shape
our daily lives The Supreme Court is the most mysterious branch of government, and yet the Court is at root a human institution, made up of
very bright people with very strong egos, for whom political and judicial conflicts often become personal. In this compelling work of characterdriven history, Jeffrey Rosen recounts the history of the Court through the personal and philosophical rivalries on the bench that transformed
the law—and by extension, our lives. The story begins with the great Chief Justice John Marshall and President Thomas Jefferson, cousins
from the Virginia elite whose differing visions of America set the tone for the Court's first hundred years. The tale continues after the Civil War
with Justices John Marshall Harlan and Oliver Wendell Holmes, who clashed over the limits of majority rule. Rosen then examines the
Warren Court era through the lens of the liberal icons Hugo Black and William O. Douglas, for whom personality loomed larger than ideology.
He concludes with a pairing from our own era, the conservatives William H. Rehnquist and Antonin Scalia, only one of whom was able to
build majorities in support of his views. Through these four rivalries, Rosen brings to life the perennial conflict that has animated the
Court—between those justices guided by strong ideology and those who forge coalitions and adjust to new realities. He illuminates the
relationship between judicial temperament and judicial success or failure. The stakes are nothing less than the future of American
jurisprudence.
The #1 New York Times bestseller and New York Times Book Review 10 Best Books of 2017 “Eminently readable but thick with import . . .
Grant hits like a Mack truck of knowledge.” —Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Atlantic Pulitzer Prize winner Ron Chernow returns with a sweeping and
dramatic portrait of one of our most compelling generals and presidents, Ulysses S. Grant. Ulysses S. Grant's life has typically been
misunderstood. All too often he is caricatured as a chronic loser and an inept businessman, or as the triumphant but brutal Union general of
the Civil War. But these stereotypes don't come close to capturing him, as Chernow shows in his masterful biography, the first to provide a
complete understanding of the general and president whose fortunes rose and fell with dizzying speed and frequency. Before the Civil War,
Grant was flailing. His business ventures had ended dismally, and despite distinguished service in the Mexican War he ended up resigning
from the army in disgrace amid recurring accusations of drunkenness. But in war, Grant began to realize his remarkable potential, soaring
through the ranks of the Union army, prevailing at the battle of Shiloh and in the Vicksburg campaign, and ultimately defeating the legendary
Confederate general Robert E. Lee. Along the way, Grant endeared himself to President Lincoln and became his most trusted general and
the strategic genius of the war effort. Grant’s military fame translated into a two-term presidency, but one plagued by corruption scandals
involving his closest staff members. More important, he sought freedom and justice for black Americans, working to crush the Ku Klux Klan
and earning the admiration of Frederick Douglass, who called him “the vigilant, firm, impartial, and wise protector of my race.” After his
presidency, he was again brought low by a dashing young swindler on Wall Street, only to resuscitate his image by working with Mark Twain
to publish his memoirs, which are recognized as a masterpiece of the genre. With lucidity, breadth, and meticulousness, Chernow finds the
threads that bind these disparate stories together, shedding new light on the man whom Walt Whitman described as “nothing heroic... and
yet the greatest hero.” Chernow’s probing portrait of Grant's lifelong struggle with alcoholism transforms our understanding of the man at the
deepest level. This is America's greatest biographer, bringing movingly to life one of our finest but most underappreciated presidents. The
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definitive biography, Grant is a grand synthesis of painstaking research and literary brilliance that makes sense of all sides of Grant's life,
explaining how this simple Midwesterner could at once be so ordinary and so extraordinary. Named one of the best books of the year by
Goodreads • Amazon • The New York Times • Newsday • BookPage • Barnes and Noble • Wall Street Journal
A dramatic interpretation of the moral and intellectual development of Abraham Lincoln chronicles the events and experiences of his life up to
his key decisions during the winter of secession, explaining how Lincoln shaped himself as a writer, speaker, moral arbiter, politician, and
statesman. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
From America’s “Historian-in-Chief” (New York magazine), The Presidential Biographies boxed set—featuring the Pulitzer Prize-winning
author’s beloved and bestselling biographies No Ordinary Time, Team of Rivals, and The Bully Pulpit. After five decades of acclaimed
studies of the presidency, Doris Kearns Goodwin stands as America’s premier presidential historian. Now, for the first time, her three most
esteemed books are collected in one beautiful box set. No Ordinary Time: Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for History, No Ordinary Time relates
the story of how Franklin D. Roosevelt, surrounded by a small circle of intimates, led the nation to victory in World War II and with Eleanor’s
essential help, changed the fabric of American society. Team of Rivals: The landmark biography of Abraham Lincoln, adapted by Steven
Spielberg into the Academy Award-winning film Lincoln, and winner of the prestigious Lincoln Prize, illuminates Lincoln’s political genius as
he brought disgruntled opponents together and marshaled their talents to the task of preserving the Union. The Bully Pulpit: The prizewinning biography of Theodore Roosevelt—a dynamic history of the first decade of the Progressive era when the nation was coming
unseamed and reform was in the air. Told through the friendship of Roosevelt and William Howard Taft, Goodwin captures an epic moment in
history.

The inside story of the historic 2020 presidential election and Joe Biden’s harrowing ride to victory, from the #1 New
York Times bestselling authors of Shattered, the definitive account of Hillary Clinton’s 2016 campaign. Almost no one
thought Joe Biden could make it back to the White House—not Donald Trump, not the two dozen Democratic rivals who
sought to take down a weak front-runner, not the mega-donors and key endorsers who feared he could not beat Bernie
Sanders, not even Barack Obama. The story of Biden’s cathartic victory in the 2020 election is the story of a Democratic
Party at odds with itself, torn between the single-minded goal of removing Donald Trump and the push for a bold
progressive agenda that threatened to alienate as many voters as it drew. In Lucky, #1 New York Times bestselling
authors Jonathan Allen and Amie Parnes use their unparalleled access to key players inside the Democratic and
Republican campaigns to unfold how Biden’s nail-biting run for the presidency vexed his own party as much as it did
Trump. Having premised his path on unlocking the Black vote in South Carolina, Biden nearly imploded before he got
there after a relentless string of misfires left him freefalling in polls and nearly broke. Allen and Parnes brilliantly detail the
remarkable string of chance events that saved him, from the botched Iowa caucus tally that concealed his terrible result,
to the pandemic lockdown that kept him off the stump, where he was often at his worst. More powerfully, Lucky unfolds
the pitched struggle within Biden’s general election campaign to downplay the very issues that many Democrats
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believed would drive voters to the polls, especially in the wake of Trump’s response to nationwide protests following the
murder of George Floyd. Even Biden’s victory did not salve his party’s wounds; instead, it revealed a surprising,
complicated portrait of American voters and crushed Democrats’ belief in the inevitability of a blue wave. A thrilling
masterpiece of political reporting, Lucky is essential reading for understanding the most important election in American
history and the future that will come of it.
A nuanced psychological portrait of Abraham Lincoln that finds his legendary political strengths rooted in his most
personal struggles. Giving shape to the deep depression that pervaded Lincoln's adult life, Joshua Wolf Shenk’s
Lincoln’s Melancholy reveals how this illness influenced both the President’s character and his leadership. Mired in
personal suffering as a young man, Lincoln forged a hard path toward mental health. Shenk draws on seven years of
research from historical record, interviews with Lincoln scholars, and contemporary research on depression to
understand the nature of Lincoln’s unhappiness. In the process, Shenk discovers that the President’s coping
strategies—among them, a rich sense of humor and a tendency toward quiet reflection—ultimately helped him to lead the
nation through its greatest turmoil. A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice SELECTED AS A BEST BOOK OF
THE YEAR: Washington Post Book World, Atlanta Journal-Constituion, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
As Featured on the History Channel documentary Lincoln “Fresh, fascinating, provocative.”—Sanford D. Horwitt, San
Francisco Chronicle “Some extremely beautiful prose and fine political rhetoric and leaves one feeling close to Lincoln, a
considerable accomplishment.”—Andrew Solomon, New York Magazine “A profoundly human and psychologically
important examination of the melancholy that so pervaded Lincoln's life.”—Kay Redfield Jamison, Ph.D., author of An
Unquiet Mind
From the moment he set foot on it, Karl Rove has rocked America’s political stage. He ran the national College
Republicans at twenty-two, and turned a Texas dominated by Democrats into a bastion for Republicans. He launched
George W. Bush to national renown by unseating a popular Democratic governor, and then orchestrated a GOP White
House win at a time when voters had little reason to throw out the incumbent party. For engineering victory after unlikely
victory, Rove became known as “the Architect.” Because of his success, Rove has been attacked his entire career,
accused of everything from campaign chicanery to ideological divisiveness. In this frank memoir, Rove responds to
critics, passionately articulates his political philosophy, and defends the choices he made on the campaign trail and in the
White House. He addresses controversies head-on— from his role in the contest between Bush and Senator John McCain
in South Carolina to the charges that Bush misled the nation on Iraq. In the course of putting the record straight, Rove
takes on Democratic leaders who acted cynically or deviously behind closed doors, and even Republicans who lacked
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backbone at crucial moments. Courage and Consequence is also the first intimate account from the highest level at the
White House of one of the most headline-making presidencies of the modern age. Rove takes readers behind the scenes
of the bitterly contested 2000 presidential contest, of tense moments aboard Air Force One on 9/11, of the decision to go
to war in Afghanistan and Iraq, of the hard-won 2004 reelection fight, and even of his painful three years fending off an
indictment by Special Prosecutor Patrick Fitzgerald. In the process, he spells out what it takes to win elections and how
to govern successfully once a candidate has won. Rove is candid about his mistakes in the West Wing and in his
campaigns, and talks frankly about the heartbreak of his early family years. But Courage and Consequence is ultimately
about the joy of a life committed to the conservative cause, a life spent in political combat and service to country, no
matter the costs.
Celebrated scientists Nicholas Christakis and James Fowler explain the amazing power of social networks and our
profound influence on one another's lives. Your colleague's husband's sister can make you fat, even if you don't know
her. A happy neighbor has more impact on your happiness than a happy spouse. These startling revelations of how
much we truly influence one another are revealed in the studies of Dr. Christakis and Fowler, which have repeatedly
made front-page news nationwide. In Connected, the authors explain why emotions are contagious, how health
behaviors spread, why the rich get richer, even how we find and choose our partners. Intriguing and entertaining,
Connected overturns the notion of the individual and provides a revolutionary paradigm-that social networks influence our
ideas, emotions, health, relationships, behavior, politics, and much more. It will change the way we think about every
aspect of our lives.
A masterful work by Pulitzer Prize–winning author David Herbert Donald, Lincoln is a stunning portrait of Abraham
Lincoln’s life and presidency. Donald brilliantly depicts Lincoln’s gradual ascent from humble beginnings in rural
Kentucky to the ever-expanding political circles in Illinois, and finally to the presidency of a country divided by civil war.
Donald goes beyond biography, illuminating the gradual development of Lincoln’s character, chronicling his tremendous
capacity for evolution and growth, thus illustrating what made it possible for a man so inexperienced and so unprepared
for the presidency to become a great moral leader. In the most troubled of times, here was a man who led the country out
of slavery and preserved a shattered Union—in short, one of the greatest presidents this country has ever seen.
An eminent political scientist’s brilliant analysis of economic, social, and political trends over the past century
demonstrating how we have gone from an individualistic “I” society to a more communitarian “We” society and then
back again, and how we can learn from that experience to become a stronger, more unified nation—from the author of
Bowling Alone and Our Kids. Deep and accelerating inequality; unprecedented political polarization; vitriolic public
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discourse; a fraying social fabric; public and private narcissism—Americans today seem to agree on only one thing: This is
the worst of times. But we’ve been here before. During the Gilded Age of the late 1800s, America was highly
individualistic, starkly unequal, fiercely polarized, and deeply fragmented, just as it is today. However as the twentieth
century opened, America became—slowly, unevenly, but steadily—more egalitarian, more cooperative, more generous; a
society on the upswing, more focused on our responsibilities to one another and less focused on our narrower selfinterest. Sometime during the 1960s, however, these trends reversed, leaving us in today’s disarray. In a sweeping
overview of more than a century of history, drawing on his inimitable combination of statistical analysis and storytelling,
Robert Putnam analyzes a remarkable confluence of trends that brought us from an “I” society to a “We” society and
then back again. He draws inspiring lessons for our time from an earlier era, when a dedicated group of reformers righted
the ship, putting us on a path to becoming a society once again based on community. Engaging, revelatory, and timely,
this is Putnam’s most ambitious work yet, a fitting capstone to a brilliant career.
The Emancipation Proclamation is the most important document of arguably the greatest president in U.S. history. Now,
Edna Greene Medford, Frank J. Williams, and Harold Holzer -- eminent experts in their fields -- remember, analyze, and
interpret the Emancipation Proclamation in three distinct respects: the influence of and impact upon African Americans;
the legal, political, and military exigencies; and the role pictorial images played in establishing the document in public
memory. The result is a carefully balanced yet provocative study that views the proclamation and its author from the
perspective of fellow Republicans, antiwar Democrats, the press, the military, the enslaved, free blacks, and the
antislavery white establishment, as well as the artists, publishers, sculptors, and their patrons who sought to enshrine
Abraham Lincoln and his decree of freedom in iconography.Medford places African Americans, the people most affected
by Lincoln's edict, at the center of the drama rather than at the periphery, as previous studies have done. She argues that
blacks interpreted the proclamation much more broadly than Lincoln intended it, and during the postwar years and into
the twentieth century they became disillusioned by the broken promise of equality and the realities of discrimination,
violence, and economic dependence. Williams points out the obstacles Lincoln overcame in finding a way to confiscate
property -- enslaved humans -- without violating the Constitution. He suggests that the president solidified his reputation
as a legal and political genius by issuing the proclamation as Commander-in-Chief, thus taking the property under the
pretext of military necessity. Holzer explores how it was only after Lincoln's assassination that the Emancipation
Proclamation became an acceptable subject for pictorial celebration. Even then, it was the image of the martyr-president
as the great emancipator that resonated in public memory, while any reference to those African Americans most affected
by the proclamation was stripped away.This multilayered treatment reveals that the proclamation remains a singularly
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brave and bold act -- brilliantly calculated to maintain the viability of the Union during wartime, deeply dependent on the
enlightened voices of Lincoln's contemporaries, and owing a major debt in history to the image-makers who quickly and
indelibly preserved it.
Fleeing home from his military service in Afghanistan when his wife dies in an apparent freak household accident, Dr.
Mike Scanlon struggles with the tragedy, his inability to bond with his new baby daughter and a downsizing in his medical
practice only to discover a shocking secret that changes his understanding of everything. By the Edgar Award-winning
author of Come Home. 300,000 first printing.
A look at how new technologies can be put to use in the creation of a more just society. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not likely to
make humans redundant. Nor will it create superintelligence anytime soon. But it will make huge advances in the next two
decades, revolutionize medicine, entertainment, and transport, transform jobs and markets, and vastly increase the amount of
information that governments and companies have about individuals. AI for Good leads off with economist and best-selling author
Daron Acemoglu, who argues that there are reasons to be concerned about these developments. AI research today pays too
much attention to the technological hurtles ahead without enough attention to its disruptive effects on the fabric of society:
displacing workers while failing to create new opportunities for them and threatening to undermine democratic governance itself.
But the direction of AI development is not preordained. Acemoglu argues for its potential to create shared prosperity and bolster
democratic freedoms. But directing it to that task will take great effort: It will require new funding and regulation, new norms and
priorities for developers themselves, and regulations over new technologies and their applications. At the intersection of
technology and economic justice, this book will bring together experts--economists, legal scholars, policy makers, and
developers--to debate these challenges and consider what steps tech companies can do take to ensure the advancement of AI
does not further diminish economic prospects of the most vulnerable groups of population.
WARNING: This is not the actual book Team of Rivals by Doris Kearns Goodwin. Do not buy this Summary, Review & Analysis if
you are looking for a full copy of this great book. Instead, we have already read Team of Rivals and have pulled out some of the
best insights and key events of the book to give you a comprehensive, chapter-by-chapter analysis and summary. Our limited
amount of space prevents us from providing you with all of the important events and interesting information packed into Doris
Kearns Goodwin's incredible book. To receive the full scope of this fascinating historical story, you should order the complete
book. Packaged together in an engaging format, this concise summary best serves as an unofficial study guide and companion to
read alongside Team of Rivals. TEAM OF RIVALS: THE POLITICAL GENIUS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN -- DORIS KEARNS
GOODWIN Renowned presidential historian Doris Kearns Goodwin travels back in time and reaches into the mind of one who
many historians rate as America's greatest president. Follow the thoughts and ideas of this great man from the Republican
nomination contest in 1860 all the way to his devastating assassination just five years later. You might be surprised to find out that
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Abraham Lincoln was actually considered the underdog in the presidential election right from the start. Few even expected him to
win the Republican nomination. In this summary and analysis, you will also learn: • Abraham Lincoln faced a variety of obstacles
in his rise to the presidency. His upbringing and background drastically differed from those of his opponents in the Presidential
race. Discover how he overcame numerous obstacles to rise to the esteemed title of President of the United States. • Lincoln
served only one term in Congress more than ten years before receiving the Republican Party's nomination. Follow his political
career and learn about the personal struggles he faced during this time. • Throughout the turbulent 1850s, Lincoln devoted himself
to the anti-slavery movement as the Republican Party was formed. Travel back in time and delve into the thoughts and ideas that
formed one of the most recognized movements in Lincoln's Presidency. • The press played an important role in the 1860
Presidential election. Learn how Abraham Lincoln won over even his adversaries to receive positive promotion from the press.
Without the positive press coverage, Lincoln may never have made it to the White House. • Lincoln's Gettysburg Address has
become a fixture in history books across the nation. Follow the thought process behind the creation of this great speech and the
events that occurred after. All this and much more! FROM START-TO-FINISH IN JUST 20 MINUTES! Here's your chapter-bychapter guide to Doris Kearns Goodwin's Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln that you can start and finish
right now!
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot ), original and musing
book reviews of "Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln." Don't say we didn't warn you: these reviews are known
to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others may be spellbound by their
unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five
minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
Cooperstown! Josh is thrilled when all his hard training pays off in a big way and his team, the Titans, makes it to a national
tournament in Cooperstown, home of the National Baseball Hall of Fame. More is on the line for Josh than just a trophy. Winning
would mean everything to his dad—now Josh's coach. Winning could mean a major endorsement deal for the Titans and the
attention of big league scouts! After a dirty play and a brutal injury threaten to sideline Josh, he spies suspicious activity at the
tournament. He tries to tell his good friend Jaden about what he's seen, but she's too busy spending time with the L.A. Comets'
star player, Mickey Mullen Jr., to want to get involved. Jaden says she's doing research for the newspaper . . . but is she? Now
Josh has a rival—both on the field and off—as he swings for the fences in a game that quickly becomes more dangerous. New York
Times bestselling author Tim Green delivers a hard-hitting look at what some teams will do to win in this gripping companion to
Baseball Great.
When Barack Obama was asked which book he could not live without in the White House, his answer was instant: Team of Rivals.
This monumental and brilliant work has given Obama the model for his presidency, showing how Abraham Lincoln saved America
by appointing his fiercest rivals to key cabinet positions. As well as a thrilling piece of narrative history, it's an inspiring study of one
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of the greatest leaders the world has ever seen. 'It is the season to compare Barack Obama to Abraham Lincoln. Two thin men
from rude beginnings, relatively new to Washington but wise to the world, bring the nation together to face a crisis. Both are
superb rhetoricians, both geniuses at stagecraft and timing. Obama, like Lincoln and unlike most modern politicians, even writes
his own speeches. To a public thoroughly sick of partisan bickering, Lincoln's words rang with hope as Obama spoke them on
election night before a vast crowd in Chicago's Grant Park...' Newsweek
Presents a social history of the United States in 1940, along with a moment-by-moment account of Roosevelt's leadership and the
private lives of the president and First Lady, whose remarkable partnership transformed America. (This book was previously
featured in Forecast.)
A New York Times Book Review Editor's Pick What Happens to Democracy When a Demagogue Comes to Power? "It is hard to
imagine understanding the Trump presidency and its significance without reading this book.” —Bob Bauer, Former Chief Counsel
to President Barack Obama What—and who—is a demagogue? How did America’s Founders envision the presidency? What
should a constitutional democracy look like—and how can it be fixed when it appears to be broken? Something is definitely wrong
with Donald Trump’s presidency, but what exactly? The extraordinary negative reaction to Trump’s election—by conservative
intellectuals, liberals, Democrats, and global leaders alike—goes beyond ordinary partisan and policy disagreements. It reflects
genuine fear about the vitality of our constitutional system. The Founders, reaching back to classical precedents, feared that their
experiment in mass self-government could produce a demagogue: a charismatic ruler who would gain and hold on to power by
manipulating the public rather than by advancing the public good. President Trump, who has played to the mob and attacked
institutions from the judiciary to the press, appears to embody these ideas. How can we move past his rhetoric and maintain faith
in our great nation? In The Demagogue’s Playbook, acclaimed legal scholar Eric A. Posner offers a blueprint for how America can
prevent the rise of another demagogue and protect the features of a democracy that help it thrive—and restore national greatness,
for one and all. “Cuts through the hyperbole and hysteria that often distorts assessments of our republic, particularly at this time.”
—Alan Taylor, winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize for History
A collection of quotations from the sixteenth President, that includes insights into the man by those who knew him best, from his
wife, Mary Todd Lincoln, to his greatest political opponent, Stephen A. Douglas.
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